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Abstract— Nous présentonsSbQA, une méthode flexible
d’allocation de requêtes pour les syst̀emes distribúes où
les consommateurs et les fournisseurs (les participants) ont
des int́erêts envers les reqûetes entrantes. Une particularit́e
de SbQA, c’est d’allouer les reqûetes en consid́erant la
charge des fournisseurs ainsi que les intérêts des par-
ticipants. Pour être équitable, SbQA alloue les reqûetes
entrantes en accordance aux int́erêts età la satisfaction des
participants. Dans cette d́emonstration, nous montrons la
flexibilit é et l’efficacité deSbQA en utilisant la plateforme
BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Comput-
ing) comme application d’exemple. Nous d́emontrons aussi
que SbQA est auto-adaptative aux attentes des partici-
pants. Finalement, nous d́emontrons qu’on peut adapter
SbQA aux diff érents types d’application en variant ses
paramètres.

MOTS CLEFS

Allocation de requêtes, équilibrage de charge,
participants autonommes, intentions, satisfaction,
médiation, auto-adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient query allocation that ensures good sys-
tem performance (typically throughput and response
time) is crucial in very large distributed information
systems where consumers and providers (which we
refer to participants for clarity) are autonomous.
Autonomy in this context means that a participant
may join and leave the system at will, but also that it
has special interests for some queries. For clarity, we
refer to this kind of environments asautonomous en-
vironments. Several e-commerce sites [2], [4], vol-
unteer computing projects [6], [3], [5], Web services
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applications [8], and multi-agent systems [14] are
only some examples of autonomous environments.

Participants’ interests reflect theirintentions to
allocate and perform queries. On the one hand, a
consumer’s intention may represent, for instance, its
preferences towards providers (e.g. based on repu-
tation) or the quality of service it expects. On the
other hand, a provider’s intention may denote, e.g.,
its preferences (e.g. their topics of interests or rela-
tionships), strategies, or load. Google AdWords [4]
clearly illustrates such participants’ interests. When
clients (the consumers) query Google for some in-
formation, Google replies, in part, with commercial
sites (the providers) relevant to their queries and
proposes to providers potential consumers. How-
ever, participants’ interests are only based on some
predefined topics (keywords) while their interests
may be dynamic. For example, a provider could
represent a pharmaceutical company, which wants
to promote a new insect repellent. Thus, during
the promotion, it is more interested in treating the
queries related to mosquitoes or insect bites than
general queries. Once the advertising campaign is
over, its intentions may change.

Most current query allocation techniques for dis-
tributed information systems focus on distributing
the query load among providers in a way that
maximizes overall performance [9], [10]. This is
obviously important for the efficiency of the sys-
tem. Nevertheless, in autonomous environments,
participants usually have certain expectations, which
are not only performance-related, and hence may
becomedissatisfiedwith the queries they perform.
Hence, they may leave the system by dissatisfaction,
which causes a loss of processing capacity in the
system. As a result, one may have a system with
poor performance (low throughput and high re-
sponse times). This motivates the development of a



query allocation technique that satisfies participants
so as to preserve the total system capacity, i.e. the
aggregate capacity of all providers. In this context,
a participant’ssatisfaction means that the query
allocation technique meets its intentions in the long-
run.

To capture this intuition, we proposed a general
model to characterize, in the long-run, participants’
intentions[12]. This model allows analyzing query
allocation techniques implemented by a mediator
from a satisfaction point of view. In [12], we
also proposed a query allocation process, called
SQLB, to solve the query allocation problem in au-
tonomous environments.SQLB allows trading con-
sumers’intentionsby providers’intentionsbased on
their satisfaction. Furthermore, it affords consumers
the flexibility to trade their preferences for the
providers’ reputation and providers the flexibility to
trade their preferences for their utilization. In [11],
we proposed a strategy, calledKnBest, to adapt the
query allocation process to the kind of applications.

In this demo, we present theSatisfaction-based
Query Allocationframework (SbQA for short) and
demonstrate its flexibility and efficiency to allocate
queries using theBerkeley Open Infrastructure for
Network Computing(BOINC) [1] as an example of
highly autonomous environment. However, even if
we only consider BOINC as example application
in this demo, SbQA is suitable for many more
applications such as e-commerce and Web services.
SbQA usesKnBest and SQLB as the basis to
perform query allocation. We demonstrate that:(i)
the proposed satisfaction model allows analyzing
different query allocation techniques no matter their
query allocation principle, and(ii) SbQA performs
well in autonomous environments by satisfying par-
ticipants and ensuring low response times as well.
In particular, we demonstrate that:(iii) thanks to
SQLB the query allocation process is self-adaptable
to the participants’ expectations, and(iv) thanks to
KnBest we can adapt the query allocation process
to the kind of applications by varying its parameters.

The rest of this demo is structured as follows.
In Section II, we describe the way in which par-
ticipants obtain theirsatisfaction. We present the
query allocation framework in Section III. Finally,
in Section III, we present the demo overview.

II. SATISFACTION MODEL

We discuss in this section how a participant
computes itssatisfaction. In [12], we proposed a
complete model where we also define theadequa-
tion and allocation satisfactionnotions in addition
to satisfaction one. However, for this demo, we
only present thesatisfactionnotion. Thesatisfaction
notion may have a deep impact on the system,
because participants may decide whether to stay or
to leave the system based on it. Thesatisfaction
notions are based on thek last interactions that a
participant had with the system. Thek value may
be different for each participant depending on its
memory capacity. For simplicity, we assume that
they all use the same value ofk. Thesatisfactionno-
tions can be expressed with respect to participant’s
intentions (context dependent and hence dynamic
data) or with respect to itspreferences(context
independent and hence static data). For simplicity,
we only present thesatisfactiondefinitions for the
participants’intentions.

The consumer’ssatisfactionnotion allows to eval-
uate whether a mediator is allocating the queries of
a consumer to the providers which it wants to deal
with. The intentionsof a consumer, whose values
are in the interval[−1..1], to allocate its queryq
to providers in setPq are stored in vector

−→
CIq.

We define thesatisfactionof a consumerc ∈ C

concerning its queryq as follows,

δs(c, q) =
1

n

( ∑

p∈cPq

(−→
CIq[p] + 1

)/
2
)

(1)

wheren stands for the number of results required
by the consumer and̂Pq denotes the set of providers
that performedq. Values of functionδs(c, q) are
in the interval [0..1]. Given the above equation,
we define thesatisfaction, in the long-run, of a
consumerc ∈ C as the average of its obtained
satisfactionsconcerning itsk last queries recorded
in setIQk

c (see Definition 1). Its values are between
0 and 1. The closer thesatisfactionto 1, the more
a consumer is satisfied.

Definition 1: Consumer Satisfaction

δs(c) =
1

||IQk
c ||

∑

q∈IQk
c

δs(c, q)

The provider’s satisfaction notion evaluates
whether the mediator is giving queries to a provider
according to its expectations (those of the provider)



so that it fulfills its objectives. Thus, as for con-
sumers, a provider is simply not satisfied when
it does not get what it expects. To evaluate this,
a provider tracks its expressedintentions, whose
values are in the interval[−1..1], to perform the
k last proposed queries in vector

−−→
PPIp. We define

thesatisfactionof a providerp ∈ P in Definition 2,
where setSQk

p denotes the set of queries that
provider p performed among thek last proposed
queries.

Definition 2: Provider Satisfaction

δs(p) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1

||SQk
p||

( ∑

q∈SQk
p

(−−→
PPIp[q] + 1

)/
2
)

0 if SQk
p = ∅

Its values are in the interval[0..1]. The closer the
value to1, the greater the satisfaction of a provider.

III. QUERY ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK

We now briefly describe howSbQA works. Given
an incoming queryq and the set of providers that are
able to performq (denoted by setPq), a mediator,
based on theKnBest strategy [11], first selects a set
K of k providers at random among setPq. Then, it
selects thekn less utilized providers, denoted by set
Kn, from setK. After this, runningSQLB [12],
it asks for q.c’s intention for allocating q to each
provider p ∈ Kn. Also, it asks forKn’s intention
for performingq. Once it obtains this information,
the mediator computes the score of each provider
p ∈ Kn by making a balance betweenq.c’s andp’s
intentionsand computes the ranking of providers in
Kn. Finally, the mediator allocatesq to theq.n best
scoredproviders in setKn and sends the mediation
result to the consumer and all providers in set
Kn. We discuss further how the mediator selects
providers below. Details aboutKnBest and how
a participant computes itsintention can be found
in [11] and [12], respectively.

The mediator allocates a queryq to the
min(n, kn) “best” providers, which are given by
vector of ranking

−→
R . Intuitively,

−→
R [1] = p if and

only if p is the best ranked,
−→
R [2] stands for the

second best ranked and so on. InSQLB, the medi-
ator computes this vector

−→
R from that provider with

the highestscore to that having the lowestscore.
The mediator scores a providerp by considering
its intention for performing q and theintention of
consumerq.c for allocating q to p. Formally, the

score of a providerp ∈ Pq regarding a given query
q is defined as the balance between theq.c’s andp’s
intentionsas in Definition 3.

Definition 3: Provider’s Score

scrq(p) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(−→
PIq[p]

)ω(−→
CIq[p]

)1−ω
if

−→
PIq[p] > 0∧

∧
−→
CIq[p] > 0

−
((

1 −
−→
PIq[p] + ǫ

)ω(
1 −

−→
CIq[p] + ǫ

)1−ω
)

else

Vector
−→
PIq[p] denotesPq’s intentionsto perform

q. Parameterǫ > 0, usually set to1, prevents the
provider’s score from taking 0 values when the
consumer’s or provider’sintention is equal to1.
Parameterω ∈ [0..1] reflects the importance that
the query allocation method gives to the consumers’
and providers’intentions. To guarantee equity at
all levels, the mediator ensures such a balance (ω)
in accordance to the consumers’ and providers’
satisfaction. Formally, the mediator computesω as
in Equation 2.

ω =
((

δs(c) − δs(p)
)

+ 1
)/

2 (2)

The idea is that if the consumer is more satisfied
than the provider, then the mediator pays more
attention to the provider’s intention. One can also
set the value of parameterω in accordance to the
kind of application. For instance, if providers are
cooperative and the most important is to ensure the
quality of results, one can setω near or equal to0.

IV. DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

We implementedSbQA in Java and for the demo
we simulate the system network using SimJava.
The SbQA prototype provides a set of GUIs that
enable the user to setup the experimentations as
well as to display all the relevant information (e.g.
participants’ satisfaction, response times, andSbQA

settings) to illustrate howSbQA performs. Figure 1
shows some of these GUIs.

As said so far, we use BOINC as an example
of highly autonomous environment to demonstrate
the flexibility and efficiency ofSbQA. BOINC is a
middleware system for volunteer computing. In this
context, the consumers are projects, which are usu-
ally from the academia, that require computational
resources to perform queries and the providers are
volunteers that donate computational resources to
BOINC-based projects. Participants (i.e. both con-
sumers and providers) in BOINC are autonomous
as stated in Section I. A query is an independent



computational task, specified by a set of input files
and an application program. Incoming queries are
dispatched by a server (the mediator) to providers.
As providers may be malicious, consumers may
create several instances of a query so as to validate
results returned by providers.

In BOINC, providers can express their inten-
tions by specifying the fraction of computational
resources devoted to each consumer. This allows
providers to devote more resources to those con-
sumers (projects) in which they are interested. How-
ever, this may waste idle computational resources of
providers when their interesting consumers do not
issue queries. For example, a provider may donate
its computational resources to two consumersca and
cb in a fraction of80% and20%, respectively. In this
case,cb cannot use more than the assigned20% of
computational resources even ifca is not generating
queries.SbQA could allow BOINC-providers to ex-
press their intentions in a more flexible way so that
their donated computational resources be properly
exploited while their intentions be also satisfied.
On the other side, consumers cannot express their
intentions with respect to providers in BOINC.
Our framework may be used by BOINC designers
to allow consumers to express intentions towards
providers such as reputation-based preferences.

The example scenario we consider for the demo
consists for simplicity of three consumers, i.e.
three different research projects. For clarity, we
assume that those projects are the SETI@home [6],
proteins@home [5], and Einstein@home [3]. We
create a set of volunteers devoting their compu-
tational resources to all three projects in a way
that: (i) SETI@home is popular, i.e. the majority
of providers want to collaborate in this project,(ii)
proteins@home is normal, i.e. great number, but
not most, of providers want to collaborate in this
project,(iii) Einstein@home is unpopular, i.e. most
providers desire to collaborate, in this project, with
a small fraction of computational resources.

In this demo, we mainly focus on the validation
of the proposed satisfaction model, the way in which
queries are allocated bySbQA, how SbQA adapts
the query allocation process to the participants’
expectations, and howSbQA can be adapted to
the kind of applications. With this in mind, we
consider the seven scenarios below. People attending
the demo are able to see the demonstration of all
scenarios in an interactive way. That is, they are

able to set new experimentation values and see on-
line how SbQA performs.

Satisfaction Model:Scenario 1. First of all, using
the proposed satisfaction model, we compare the
way in which BOINC allocates queries, which is
equivalent to aCapacity based [9] query allocation
technique, with an economic technique [13] from
a satisfaction point of view. In this evaluation, we
assumecaptive environments, that is, participants
are not allowed to quit the BOINC platform. An
example of these environments is when consumers
use BOINC as platform for grid computing and
they put in dedicated computers at their service [7].
This scenario demonstrates that our satisfaction
model allows analyzing different query allocation
techniques even if the way in which they allocate
queries differs.
Scenario 2. We evaluate again baseline techniques,

as in Scenario 1, but this time considering that
BOINC is used as platform for volunteer computing,
i.e. when participants are autonomous to leave the
system. On the one hand, we assume that a provider
leaves the BOINC platform if its satisfaction is
smaller than0.35. On the other hand, we assume
that a consumer stops using BOINC if its satisfac-
tion is smaller than0.5. This scenario allows seeing
that using our satisfaction model one can predict
possible participant’s departure by dissatisfaction.

Query Allocation Process:Scenario 3. We eval-
uate SbQA in an environment as in scenario 1
and compare its performance results (participants’
satisfactionand response times) with those of base-
line techniques. In such a comparison, we show
that SbQA’s performance is not far from those
of baseline techniques. This shows thatSbQA is
suitable for captive environments even if it was not
designed for.
Scenario 4. We run again the evaluation of Sce-

nario 3 but, now, in autonomous environments in-
stead of captive ones. Our objective is to illustrate
that SbQA can significantly improve the perfor-
mance of BOINC-based projects by preserving most
volunteers online and hence more computational
resources.

Adaptation to participants’ expectations:Sce-
nario 5. We consider the same evaluation of Sce-
nario 3, but we modify the manner in which
participants compute theirintentionsso that projects
be interested only in response times and volunteers
be interested in their load. In this case, we show



(a) Capturing volunteer settings (b) Drawing results on-line

Fig. 1. Some SbQA GUIs.

that SbQA significantly improves response times
and balances better queries among volunteers, which
is what participants prefer. This proves thatSbQA

adapts to the participants’ interests and that it can
deal with participants having different interests,
which may allow BOINC-based projects to have
more volunteers.

Application Adaptability: Scenario 6. We con-
sider an application whose goal is to ensure low re-
sponse times to consumers and that is still composed
by autonomous providers. We assume again that
participants compute theirintentionsby considering
their preferences. An example of this application is
when the BOINC platform is used for grid comput-
ing, but the computational resources composing the
grid are still donated by volunteers. In this context,
besides ensuring low response times, BOINC should
ensure some level of satisfaction at the providers’
side so that they do not quit their resources from the
grid. We demonstrate thatSbQA can be adapted to
perform in such applications by varying parameter
kn of the KnBest strategy and the manner in
which the mediator scores providers, i.e. by varying
parameterω.

Playing a BOINC-participant role:Scenario 7.
We allow people attending the demo to play the role
of a consumer or provider. The goal is to enable a
person to set her own preferences and intentions,
and observe how the different mediations react
and which ones allow her to reach her objectives.
Allowing this, people attending the demo can obtain
a clear picture of the performance that the different
mediations may have when they are confronted to

human participants having different interests. In this
scenario, we aim at demonstrating that theSQLB

mediation used bySbQA is the only one that allows
a consumer or provider to reach its objectives in all
cases.
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